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### PURPOSE:
This US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) National Regional Sediment Management Technical Note (RSM-TN) documents the sediment contribution of two eroding banks to multipurpose pool sedimentation at Kanopolis Lake, KS. The analysis is based on a 2009 LIDAR and an August 2019 unmanned aircraft systems (UAS)-based structure from motion survey.

### INTRODUCTION:
Reservoir sedimentation is a growing problem at USACE lakes around the country. Quantifying sediment sources is an important step towards finding solutions, as in some cases prevention is less expensive than remediation. Sediment source studies have typically focused on quantifying the preponderance of fluvial vs. overland sediments (Juracek and Ziegler 2009) or in locating erosional hotspots in the watershed (Juracek 1999). Erosion of the reservoir banks themselves, however, has been recognized but only quantified at a handful of reservoirs. In a study of 10 reservoirs, Gato and Doe (1987) find bank erosion rates that range from 0.6 m/year to 11.9 m/year. Siquiera et al. (2015) note erosion rates between 0.1 and 1 m/year at the Porto Primavera Dam reservoir in Brazil. Neither study quantified the volume of sediment contributed by the bank erosion.

Kanopolis Lake is a multi-purpose USACE reservoir in north-central Kansas that suffers both chronic and acute problems due to sedimentation. The dam was built in 1948 and had an assumed multipurpose pool sedimentation rate of 451 ac-ft/year (727,600 yd³/year)†. The original estimate was remarkably accurate—from 1948 to 2007, 24,822 ac-ft of sediment accumulated in the multipurpose pool, which equates to 421 ac-ft/year (678,748 yd³/year) (KWO 2012). While not unexpected, the sediment deposition still represents a major problem, as the multipurpose pool was (as of 2007) 57% full of sediment and multiple counties depend on Kanopolis Lake for their water supply. In addition, Kanopolis provides discharges to the Kansas River which, along with other Kansas River Basin reservoirs, impact major cities such as Topeka, Lawrence, and Kansas City (Figure 1). A pool raise was deemed untenable due to the hydrologic deficiency of the spillway.

---


In addition to chronic problems caused by diminishing storage, sediment accumulation has caused expensive problems with gate operations at Kanopolis Lake. In 2010, so much sediment had accumulated in the control tower’s conduit and approach channel that the emergency gate could not be fully deployed within the gate slots. The Kansas City District undertook a $1.1M dredging project to clear out 5,000 yd³ of sediment from near the control tower. A second dredging project was undertaken in 2019 at a cost of approximately $2.5M to clear sediment that had again deposited (Figure 2). The first dredging project occurred after 62 years. The second was needed after only seven additional years. A tall bank to the left of the tower has visibly eroded in recent years and is thought to be the source of the sediment that accumulates in the approach channel (Figure 3).
Eroding banks are prevalent at Kanopolis Lake. When these banks fail, large quantities of sediment residing in the flood control pool collapse into the multipurpose pool. The volumetric contribution of eroding banks to multipurpose pool sedimentation has never been quantified.

This RSM-TN documents the procedure and provides the results of a surface analysis to compute the volume of bank erosion from two eroding banks, as shown in Figure 4. Bank 1 is immediately behind the control tower, including the eroding bank shown in Figure 3. Bank 2 is nearby to the right at the toe of Kanopolis State Park. A subsequent report will document the cumulative contribution of all the banks.

**DATA AND PROCEDURES:** The volumetric computation was accomplished by differencing two surfaces generated from a 2009 LIDAR and a 2019 structure-from-motion (SfM) survey. The 2009 LIDAR data set, depicted in Figure 5, was captured at a 2 m cell density with a hydro-flattened water surface of 1469.7 ft.
The 2019 SfM survey was conducted by the Kansas Geological Survey from 23 August 2019 to 28 August 2019 using a remotely operated UAS* (Shelley 2019.) Over the course of the survey, significant inflows caused the pool to fluctuate from 1469.6 ft to 1476.4 ft. The data were adjusted to established ground points set around the lake. The SfM survey yielded a DEM with 6 cm cell size. The 2019 data set was resampled to the same 2 m cell density as the 2009 data to allow comparisons (Figure 6).

* A copy of this report can be obtained from the Kansas Geological Survey.
The process for bank erosion evaluation was completed in ArcGIS Pro as follows:

1. Two shapefiles were created to enclose the area of interest.
2. Each DEM raster was clipped to only encompass the desired polygons created in the previous step.
3. The minimum elevations in the 2009 LIDAR and the 2019 SfM raster were set equal to the water surface of the 2019 raster. This prevents erroneous volume from being computed between the water surface in one survey and the bank in another. As SfM poorly resolves water, GIS* was utilized to identify a sufficiently high water surface elevation that exceeds the variability in the reported water surface near the bank. This value was 1478.6 ft for both subject banks.
4. The adjusted surveys were subtracted.
5. The DEM of difference from the previous step was processed to eliminate any values less than 0. This eliminated any apparent deposition on the bank. By inspection, values less than 0 on the bank appeared to be primarily numerical artifacts induced by the differing cell densities of the underlying data, by errors in the SfM survey’s bare earth computation, and erroneous deposition on the top of bank caused by vertical inaccuracies in the surveys. For example, even with bare earth processing, the SfM survey would detect higher elevations from a tree that was not detected by the 2009 survey. Even if included, negative erosion volumes were very small and would have only a minimal impact on the total.
6. The Zonal Statics Tool was utilized to sum the depth change raster. This sum was multiplied by the cell size to create a total volume change. This is valid because

\[
\Delta V = \sum \Delta d_i A_{cell} = A_{cell} \sum \Delta d_i
\]

where \( \Delta d_i \) equals the change in depth in cell \( i \),

\( A_{cell} = \) the surface area of a cell

\( \Delta V = \) the total volume of bank erosion.

The resulting measured volume change does not represent the total eroded volume; it represents the volume eroded from the bank above the water surface elevation of the 2019 survey. The pool elevation varied over the course of the 2019 SfM survey but was 1478.6 ft at the two subject banks, which is 15.6 ft above the multipurpose pool elevation of 1463 ft. Thus, a significant amount of the eroded bank was underwater during the SfM survey and therefore was not included in the change analysis. However, this area can be estimated by assuming the rate of erosion per vertical foot is the same above the water surface as below, which is true if the 2009 and 2019 bank slopes remain parallel to each other down to the multipurpose pool level. This un-counted volume was estimated by multiplying the unit volume of bank erosion per vertical foot by 15.6 ft, the distance between the water surface and the multipurpose pool. The unit volume was computed as the eroded volume in the first 3 ft vertical slice above the SfM pool level (from 1478.6 to 1481.6 ft) divided by 3. Figure 7 illustrates this concept in cross section view at Bank 2. As seen in Figure 7, at Bank 2 the high pool on the day of the 2019 survey necessitates estimating most of the erosion.

* Geographic Information System
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: Table 1 provides the results of the analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bank</th>
<th>Measured Erosion (yd³)</th>
<th>Estimated Erosion (yd³)</th>
<th>Total Erosion (yd³)</th>
<th>% Estimated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bank 1</td>
<td>4,350</td>
<td>1,785</td>
<td>6,135</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank 2</td>
<td>2,483</td>
<td>9,349</td>
<td>11,832</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The combined contribution from these two eroding banks is 17,968 yd³ from 2009 to 2019, or an average annual contribution of 1,797 yd³/year. This equates to 0.26% of the 1946 to 2007 annual average accumulation of 678,748 yd³/year. At this time, the number of erosion sites on Kanopolis has not been quantified. However, the small percentage for these two banks suggests that reservoir bank erosion has been a minor contributor to multipurpose pool sedimentation at Kanopolis Lake.

Next steps include the following:

1. Re-fly the UAS survey after the pool has dropped to the multi-purpose pool elevation so more of the erosion can be measured instead of estimated.
2. Repeat the analysis for the remaining banks at Kanopolis.
3. Repeat the analysis using two LIDAR data sets (LIDAR was flown in late 2018, but it has not yet been processed and made available) and compare to the rates generated using the SfM survey.
4. Compare the contribution of bank erosion to a more recent annual estimate for reservoir sedimentation. Other reservoirs in the watershed have indicated that the current rates of reservoir sedimentation may be much less than the long-term rates. Thus, recent bank erosion may be a larger percentage of recent sedimentation.
This RSM-TN documented how a UAS-based SfM survey can be used to assess reservoir bank erosion. The analysis suggested that while reservoir bank erosion at Kanopolis Lake has caused acute sedimentation impacts, it contributed only a minor portion of the total sediment accumulation in the multi-purpose pool. Due to the high water surface and limited number of banks assessed, more analysis is needed to definitively determine the relative contribution of reservoir bank erosion vs. other sediment sources.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:** The analysis presented in this RSM-TN was funded by the USACE National RSM program, a Navigation Research, Development, and Technology Transfer portfolio program administered by Headquarters, USACE. For information on the RSM program, please consult [http://rsm.usace.army.mil](http://rsm.usace.army.mil) or contact the USACE National RSM Program Manager, Dr. Katherine E. Brutschë, Katherine.E.Brutsche@erdc.dren.mil. For information regarding this RSM-TN, please contact John Shelley, John.Shelley@usace.army.mil. The 2019 UAS survey was conducted by the Kansas Geological Survey and funded by the Kansas Water Office through the USACE Planning Assistance to States program.
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